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what to buy

YOUR NAME IN LIGHTS
As if taken right from an old roadside attraction, these figures are created
with a rustic antique look, and each piece is 12”, 24” or 36” tall, 4” deep and
equipped with a hanging bracket for easy wall installation. They also look
great leaning against a wall.
VINTAGE MARQUEE LIGHTS
Available at vintagemarqueelights.com, starting at $159

Industrial Chic
Adding a rugged patina can instantly update a home,
while keeping it a classic.
Whether a cool, fully-functioning fridge, or a repurposed factory
cart on rusty wheels doubling as a

GO CART

coffee table, an industrial furniture

Besides adding an industrial edge to a living room, what’s
best about this coffee table is that it’s on wheels, so it can
be moved easily to clear the floor for a party or game night,
or be repurposed temporarily in another space.
UMA ENTERPRISES LOFT WOOD
UTILITY CART/COFFEE TABLE
Available at wayfair.com; $241.99

element or home accent adds texture
and depth to your decor. When shopping flea markets or antique stores,
keep an eye out for vintage metal
and wood furnishings and old factory
fittings and hardware. For instant
gratification, try these retail products to get onboard with the look.

COLORFUL KITCHEN
A vintage style refrigerator adds
instant cool and often great color
to any kitchen. The company offers
more than 200 colors to pick from—
or you can have your appliance
custom-colored. Go two-tone
if you can’t decide! Other large
kitchen appliances are also available,
including a retro range, hood, and
even dishwasher.
BIG CHILL ORIGINAL SIZE FRIDGE
Available at bigchill.com,
from $2995
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COOL STOOL
This barstool,
which pulls up
perfectly to any
kitchen counter
or tall desk, has a
distressed finish
on metal legs. It
comes in red and
white, easy colors
to match with
any style.
MOE’S HOME
COLLECTION
29.5” BAR STOOL
From Moe’s
Home Collection,
available on
wayfair.com;
$189.99

EASY ELEGANCE
This lovely chair comes in Brilliant Otter, Parchment Cream,
and Silver Blue colors. It is a welcome addition to any room,
either as a pair bridging a fireplace in a living room, or as
single in a bedroom nook. The muted hues, simple yet flirty
lines, and classic tufting (very on-trend) will bring a refined
texture to industrial decor.
AVE SIX COLTON VINTAGE STYLE BUTTON-TUFTED
VELVET SIDE CHAIR
Available at wayfair.com;
$263.99

RUSTIC ARTWORK
Nothing is more personally vintage
than old family photos. Turn some
of your favorites into wall art.
You can choose a mounting in
wood, canvas, metal or acrylic. Try
hanging a triptych above a sofa.
Go black-and-white or sepia for an
old-school look. Instant art!
PICTURE BUNGALOW
Available at picturebungalow.com;
prices vary
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